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Abstract 
                                                                      
 When compare with another country in Asia, Thailand have less experience in major disasters. Only a 
several times with different types of hazards such as Flood, Earthquake (Tsunami), Storm and Drought 
happened, Indian ocean Tsunami (2004) in south of Thailand  record as the most destructive disaster in 
term of number of people killed 8,345 peoples death from this disaster. While “Thailand Flood 2011” was 
notable as the greatest disaster in term of people effect and economic lost (up to 40,000 million USD) and 
numbers of killed was 813 peoples. In every year the frequency of disaster event has increase from the 
effect of climate change and urban growth, the scale of damage in effect area and number of people will 
increase if don‟t prepare more effective disaster policy. Thailand disaster management was direct demand 
from central government, Ministries; down to local government .The decision depend on the situation of 
disaster. Even Department of disaster prevention and mitigation(ministry of interior)is the main agent for 
disaster prevention provide master plan on tsunami disaster prevent and mitigation (2010-2014) but the 
planning is only writing roughly about which organization will be in charge in emergency situation. The 
policy of disaster reduction and recovery in term of “Housing” are not clear defined. If Thailand would 
like to develop for future disaster reduction, this is important to understand the situation from previous 
disaster experience, that resident have respond to disaster without guide or policy. This study highlight in 
view point of residents who affected disaster .Resident‟s response ,behavior, sheltering and involvement in 
housing recovery can help making guideline in creating more systematic disaster reduction strategy.  
 The study was complete in 2 mega disaster areas in Thailand 1.Flood 2011 disaster area, Ayutthaya 
province “Huntra sub-district” - in central part of Thailand and 2.Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004, Namkem 
village, Phang Nga Province in South. This dissertation review and estimate processes of disaster 
management in Thailand from the begin 1).Response of resident toward disaster situation 
2).Preparedness in pre-disaster time and 3) Prevention strategy that resident used for their house .This 3 
process mainly used case study of Ayutthaya province, Thailand Flood 2011 and finally 4) Housing 
recovery process in post-disaster. case study from Namkem village, Tsunami 2014 .The reason that 
separate the study in 2 areas with different type of disaster because the flood 2011 in Thailand still new so 
we can learn about disaster response and management from present situation but in term of housing 
recovery we can see the permanent situation of housing after 9 years from 2004 Indian ocean Tsunami ,so 
to complete the 4 processes of disaster reduction, this study combined 2 cases of disaster and even if 
Flood and tsunami have different type of damages but the response and management are the same common 
in Thailand. 
 A research question is “How the resident response to the disaster reduction process in Thailand”: from 
pre-disaster; evacuation choices, sheltering, mitigation and relocation until post disaster; financial support 
to housing reconstruction and permanent housing recovery. The methodology are to evaluate the resident‟s 
response and satisfaction by used data obtain from in depth interview from stakeholder in disaster relate; 
Local leaders, Government, residents. Combine with the questionnaires conduce with sample residents in 
disaster area, Summary results were estimate the capability of resident in disaster reduction and 
Satisfactions in post disaster housing recovery. 
The research surveys conduce in Ayutthaya province; Flood 2011 affected area; 4 times site survey 
and secondary data: 
 1. Site survey in February 2012; 50 Households questionnaire, 20 interviews and local leader interview 
about flood damage, evacuation and sheltering condition.  
 2. Site survey in August 2012; 30 household‟s interview and 40 questionnaires about situation after 
flood and support from government. 
 3. Site survey in November 2012, 20 resident‟s interview about house renovates construction type and 
budget, and interviews with local government about renovation support. 
 4. October 2013, collect questionnaires (40 households) about the preparation in 2013 flood in 
Ayutthaya. 
 5. Secondary data from Huntra‟s village number 1 (779 households) about flood relief money payment 
amounts and the checklist for criteria of support money payment from the government 
The research surveys conduce in Namkem, Phang Nga, 2004 affected area 2 times:  
 1. Site survey March 2013, Namkem community interview local leader and residents. 
 2. Site survey Aug 2013, Namkem community interview local leader and provide 115 questionnaires to 
residents. 
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Discussion on reductions process that residents response in Thailand’s disaster situation 
1) Response:  
 1.1 Evacuation and sheltering in Flood situation. 
People get lost and suffering during flood, lost in house, in job and also feel unsecured. There was no 
preparation shelter in case of disaster before, so during the flood happen: temporary shelters has been 
created in community (Used local center point such as temple school or highway); but with no planning for 
facility and no future plan preparation. Many of shelter failure and have to evacuated again, for example in 
case of Thammasat university shelter; even people feel comfortable and have all facility and support but 
they still worry about their own house  and at the end resident quite suffer to evacuated again. Some shelter 
doesn‟t have enough facility and some is too far; in case of “Baannonsri Shelter” (school shelter) resident 
said that they have only 1 toilet for 200 peoples and it‟s float toilet, neither clean nor healthy. When asking 
which is the most satisfies community shelter between school, temple and highway, answer is the shelter 
on the high-way, because when the donation comes to the community this high-way shelter will be the first 
point that can raise donation. Even if have many support during the flood but it‟s not enough and not cover 
all residents, some family complain that the food deliver from SAO (Sub district administrative 
Organization, local government) is not enough and sometime the donation and deliver is depend on 
connection of individual to SAO. Many of Thai people have to stay with their relative house in another city 
or rent the hotel .The biggest number is people who decide to stay in their own house instead of move to 
any shelter. One of the interview said that they don‟t think the condition in community shelter would be 
better compare to their house .So If the water don‟t high-up to their second floor, they better stay in their 
house and they don‟t have to worry about thief will come and stole their belonging. After flood dried many 
people get lost and have to spend money for renovated .After flood building material was expensive and 
hard to find craftsman. Even have many problems but no one wants to relocate their house to another area. 
50 of resident still want to stay in Huntra ,at the same location, And even they have poor condition of 
living, but when asking about next year preparation (2012), Resident only have idea to move their furniture 
to up floor faster when they‟ve inform of flood warning .They have prepare buying a  boat. In physical of 
housing reconstruction .some resident up the level of 2nd floor and some buy the wood furniture that can 
remain under the water. So most it‟s individual treatment not community or public policy plan. If flood 
happen this year resident still have no plan to evacuate. 
 1.2) evacuation and sheltering in Tsunami situation. 
The lack of knowledge in Tsunami was cause residents a dramatically loss. From interview can see that 
many of resident never inform about tsunami before and they don‟t aware with the sign of decrease sea 
level because they don‟t know. After tsunami resident gain more awareness and participate in disaster 
prevention and preparedness more 
 Most of resident in Namkem area evacuated to temporary shelter at SAO Baan muang and stay at 
temporary shelter for 6 month, during that time the rescues and cleaning continue in Tsunami damage area 
with the assistant of many organization and volunteer. After six months first group resident move back to 
their former land to stay in new provide house construct by Army these group is the group that want to stay 
in their former area 
2) Preparedness in Pre-disaster time: 
There was not systematic preparedness after flood 2011 and the improvement was limited. 
 2.1 Flood When flood begin everyone have warning that they are now in flood risk area, but what 
resident response was keep thinking positive,” This area might flood. But maybe not my house” .Resident 
only pay attention in protecting there “Individual” property and priority was protect their cars, No system 
for emergency support be prepare neither shelter nor flood evacuation .After 2011 resident hope that they 
will have no flood again .They wait for the national government to make decision for flood protect or 
announce where going to be flood collect area (which is mean that area will surely be flood inter future but 
resident have no participate in planning or any decision making) .For local government they have to handle 
all support system during flood but the power is very limit and after flood  they have to check-list and pay 
relief money to resident for reconstruction. After flood dried people get “Flood relief "money from 
government, but the small amount of money cannot be used for Housing recovery. With all this limit 
condition we estimate that there is not enough improvement after 2011 flood for housing. 
 2.2 Tsunami for Namkem community the awareness rises up to resident who experience the damage, 
many of residents participate in community disaster prevention activity .Namkem becomes a Study model 
of disaster prevention in Thailand. The DDPM volunteer group which is created by resident  
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themselves and then got support from local government have participate in warning practice, disaster risk 
map make and also prepare rescues equipment .The concept is not only prepare for Tsunami but they also 
practice disaster prevention for helping another areas as a return to society after Namkem get a lot of 
supports from people all over the country. The Namkem community group manages the donation from 
government and organization in the same time they create network between resident in community and 
also have connection with another Tsunami effected group to learn from each other. 
3) Prevention strategy that resident used for their house: awareness were increase but house renovate in 
physical still not good enough for flood resist 
3.1 Flood  
To Estimate capacity of resident for future disaster prevention, the result after 3 year pass from 2011 to 
2013 describe that the resident gain a more awareness in flood prevention, In 2013 ,from 40  
samples most of residents answer that they have prepare for flood (33 houses), compare to only 10 
houses in 2011 that have flood prepare, and resident relies it‟s important to get information about flood 
situation and residents more careful on water level, But still have about 7 residents who doesn‟t prepare 
anything even if they have experience in flood disaster, Also still have small number of residents who take 
action in major house‟s construction renovate, The behavior of residents still repeat as “move their own 
belonging to upper level” and “collecting for foods and consumer goods” which is not really helpful if they 
experience the long-term flood again. Only small number of resident that have major develop direct in 
housing reconstruction such as elevate the floor up or extent the second floors (only 4 from 40 samples).If 
most of resident still want to stay in this location, it very important for them to have more flood resist 
house structure, but the problem of financial and present‟s type of their house structure are still limit most 
of residents to reconstruction to better house. 
3.2 Tsunami 
The effect of the disaster made community connections between villagers in Namkem get stronger. 
Before the disaster most people come to stay in this area for fishery and mining, so they don‟t have the 
same strong family relationships as in most sub-urban areas in Thailand.  They had lived as individuals and 
there was a lack of participation in community work. But after the tsunami people group together as 
“Namkem‟s Community” to manage their own hometown and practice for disaster prevention. This 
community starts from people who live together in temporary shelter during disaster time. The group was 
involved in decisions toward housing, community banking and disaster prevention. The community 
solidarity became stronger than before. 
4). Housing recovery: 
 4.1 Flood  
The types of renovation can be classified in to 3 groups. The first 2 groups have major developments in 
house structure. A type elevated the house up higher than before; this costs almost 100,000 Baht and can 
be used only for Thai traditional houses for the house type such as concrete construction house it almost 
impossible to use this kind of renovate. So this type of renovation is still very limited. Type B extends the 
house and prepares a more useful space on the top floor .This can make their living condition during flood 
better but still causes problem in the case that water level is higher than expected. But even these 2 types 
can be quite sure that people will live with better conditions in case of flood, however most residents 
cannot afford this type of renovation. So the most popular option that they have was buying paint and 
painting their house to erase the watermark. This can make the house look better and is not so expensive, 
but at the same time, it does not develop housing to protect against flood in the other hand resident in this 
group remind that there house are not safe so it‟s good for evacuation awareness. 
 4.2 Tsunami 
Compare the satisfaction of resident after living in post disaster permanent house for almost 9 year resident 
have more satisfy in housing if they have involvement in recovery. Resident who lost their house in 
Tsunami 2004 have live new permanent house for a while, the type of house can be group by the 
involvement of resident in reconstruction process and relocation. 4 Types of new house after Tsunami 
2004 :1.PNR- Provide No relocate housing 2. PR-Provided Relocate housing 3.SNR-Self built No-
Relocate housing and 4. SR -Self built Relocated housing. The disaster preparedness and building 
satisfaction factors are not different, but in Social and economic factor have a different gap between Non-
relocate and Relocated house. This show that an activity and interact between residents will give residents 
more satisfaction in social and economic, even if they have to relocate to new place. 
 1) Provided housing gave residents less satisfaction compared to self-built housing in all 3 factors 
[1.building construction 2.Economic and Social relation 3.Disaster awareness]. Even though resident don‟t 
need to pay any construction cost they still have less satisfaction with building construction, disaster  
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preparedness and economic and social relation. This is because residents have no connection to their own 
house and community. They don‟t have decision for the house construction and don‟t gains participate 
with their neighbor.  
  
2)Relocate and Non-relocate If residents participate in housing construction process such as self-built 
project, the relocation project will gain more strong social relationship than Non-relocation because they 
start in a new place together, everyone have feeling that this housing project belongs to them as they 
participate from every stage and build the house by themselves.  
 
Discussion 
 
 1.The result shown that in case of flood resident still have less capability in flood preparedness and 
prevention, The response of resident during flood 2011 was low, resident have no experience and 
some of them not believe that their house would be flood. When flood happened again in 2013 the 
response of resident was a little improved. 
 
 2. In term of housing renovated the improvements were small, according to the support strategy 
during and after flood were aims direct to individual residents, but the amount support money were 
too small, Cannot cover for resident to renovate their own house, Most of the housing in flood area 
are still low capability for future disaster prevention and also individual relief support create the 
conflict between each resident because the relief money were up to the lost- check-list. 
 
 3. For preparedness and prevention in Tsunami resident more active and participate in disaster 
prevention and reduction activity many warning system be provide in community and also get the 
good support in term of master plan of tsunami prevention. Government have clear map in risk zone 
and also systematic management plan in case of Tsunami disaster 
 
 4. For housing recovery, the residents have many types of support the individual direct support as 
“Provide house” and group support the “self-built house” Turn out that the participation makes 
resident have more satisfaction even if they have to relocate to new land and the involvement in 
recovery create the unity in community and if residents can participate and make their own choices 
for housing construction and relocation. The relocate house also can creates more satisfy to residents 
than non-relocate house.  
 
Even after experience the mega Disaster such as Thailand flood 2011 and Tsunami 2004 .The Disaster 
reduction and housing recovery in Thailand still need more improvement .The support of government 
have to focus in “Group” or “community” together with individual direct support. 
 The involvements of residents are important for disaster reduction and housing recovery. Residents 
should have consistently involvement in community activity (any kind of activity not only disaster 
relate one) for disaster reduction improvement and also to created more successfully housing recovery 
project. 
 
    This approach can lead to future disaster reduction strategy and housing recovery policy. 
In Thailand case, 
 Government:  
It‟s necessary to motivate resident participate and give knowledge of disaster reduction to community. 
It‟s more successful if the support to disaster victim will be managed by groups of residents or 
community, not direct from government to individual. So the groups or community will develop with 
the same direction, also resident can have more power in decision making, negotiated for material‟s 
cost or housing reconstruction. 
  Residents:  
Residents have their responsibility to take care of themselves and prepare for future disaster, not only 
wait for government support and need to participate in community disaster reduction planning, too. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1. Background and Problem 
 
 When compare with another country in Asia, Thailand have less experience in major disasters. 
Only a several times with different types of hazards such as Flood, Earthquake (Tsunami), Storm and 
Drought happened., Indian ocean Tsunami (2004) in south of Thailand  record as the most destructive 
disaster in term of number of people killed 8,345 peoples death from this disaster. While Thailand 
Flood 2011 was notable as the greatest disaster in term of people effect and economic lost (up to 
40,000 million USD) and numbers of killed was 813 peoples. 
 If Thailand would like to develop for future disaster reduction, this is important to understand the 
situation from previous disaster experience that resident have respond to disaster without guide or 
policy. This study highlights in view point of residents who their house affected from disaster. 
Resident‟s response, behavior, sheltering and involvement in housing recovery can help making 
guideline in creating more systematic disaster reduction strategy. 
 
 
1.2. Objective 
 
2.1) To analyze disaster management and policy in Thailand. 
2.2) To review disaster reduction process in Thailand. 
2.3) To evaluated satisfaction and capability in post disaster housing recovery from resident view 
point. 
 
1.3 Research question 
 
 Research question is “How the resident response to the disaster reduction process in 
Thailand”: from pre-disaster; evacuation choices, sheltering, and financial support to housing 
reconstruction, permanent housing recovery, mitigation and relocation until post disaster; 
 
1.4 Methodology  
 
To review and evaluated the disaster reduction and housing recovery of Thailand, After review the 
secondary document about disaster situation and management ,This dissertation selected 2 different 
mega disasters event in Thailand history for investigate the response of resident in each event. 
Research conducted in Ayutthaya (Thailand Flood 2011) and Phang Nga (Indian Ocean tsunami 
2004) where is the most suffer area of each disaster.  
 
The research surveys conduce in Ayutthaya province; Flood 2011 affected area; 4 times site 
survey and secondary data: 
1. Site survey in February 2012 (50 Households questionnaire, 20 interviews and local leader 
interview about flood damage, evacuation and sheltering condition. 
2. Site survey in August 2012, 30 household’s interview and 40 questionnaires about situation after 
flood and support from government. 
3. Site survey in November 2012, 20 resident’s interview about house renovates construction type 
and budget, and interviews with local government about renovation support. 
4. October 2013, collect questionnaires, (40 households) about the preparation in 2013 flood in 
Ayutthaya. 
5. Secondary data from Huntra village number 1 (779 households) about flood relief money payment 
amounts and the checklist for criteria of support money payment from the government 
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The research surveys conduce in Namkem, Phang Nga, and Indian Ocean tsunami 2004 affected 
area 2 times: 
1. Site survey March 2013, Namkem community interview local leader and 15 residents. 
2. Site survey Aug 2013, Namkem community interview local leader, 20 residents and provide 115 
questionnaires to residents. 
 
1.5. Definition  
1. Provided house is defined as a house that is provided by a third party such as government or non-
profit organization. (Kondo, 2012)  
2. Self-Built house is a house that community residents build and/or participate in the process of 
planning and construction themselves.  
3. Non-relocated means housing that is built on the former land of residents without changing the 
location.  
4. Relocated means houses that are built on new land after disaster. 
5. Elevated-house the house that elevated the floor level up from flood effect. 
 
 
1.6 Research outline 
 
Fig I: Outline 
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Disaster Reduction, policy and risk area map by Thai government  
 
2.1 Thailand disaster history 
 Thailand may seem have less experience in Disaster when compare with another country, but 
according to global warming and urban spread, in this decade the record of disaster events in Thailand 
have frequency increased.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 These disasters have impact to economic damage and effect people life widely. 
Khunwishit and A. McEntire, review in title; Emergency Management in Thailand: On the 
Way to Creating a More Systematic Approach to Disasters; That the first formally document 
about disaster in Thailand is the 1962 tropical storm surge Harriet in the Laem Talum Puk 
peninsula in Nakorn Sri Thammarat Province, in the southern part of the country. The 
International Disaster Database noted that this wind storm killed 769 people. Since then, since 
then the disasters are more frequency in Thailand. Many type of natural disaster; “Flood, 
Draught, storms, landslide and tsunami were record since then. Among all disasters occurred 
in Thailand the 2004 southern tsunami was the most destructive disaster in terms of number of 
people killed while the 2011 flood is the most notable one in terms of number of people 
affected.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig1. Hazard in south-east Asia  
Credit: http://preventionweb.net/go/7872 
Fig 2. Harriet storm surge hit Talum Puk peninsula 
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When compared with other countries in Asia, Thailand has less experience in major disasters. 
The lack of experience and preparation cause huge damage to the nation. If Thailand would 
like to develop for future disaster reduction, it is important to understand the situation from 
residents‟ view point of previous disaster experience. 
 
2.2 Organization of Disaster Management 
 
2.2.1 Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation or DDPM  
Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation established on 3 October 2002 as an agency under 
of interior (MOI), The agency have responsibility to handle disaster management as disaster situation 
in Thailand were increase duel to population increase, urbanization and climate change, Department 
of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation have mission in disaster prevention and mitigation in all kind of 
disaster such as manmade disaster and Natural disaster. (DDPM history, 2013) 
“The Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM) a department in the Ministry of 
Interior is officially designated to be responsible for disaster management in this new era. It performs 
all functions in the four phases of emergency management including: 
• Mitigation/prevention  
• Preparedness  
• Response  
• Recovery  
 
DDPM Obligation: 
 
1) To establish and develop national‟s disaster management system; Pre-disaster, Emergency 
phase and post-disaster by integrate with relate organizations in country and oversea. 
2) Promote and educated about disaster prevention and mitigation to all. 
3) Management in disaster event to reduce lost in life and property. 
4) Support disaster affected people and provide equal mitigation to every victims.  
5) Recover disaster effect area‟s infrastructure.  
 
Fig 3. Natural Disasters from 1980 – 2010 
Credit: preventionweb 
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Objective of Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation 
 
1) Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation develop potentiality in disaster reduction  
2) Thailand has more preparation in disaster prevention and mitigation.   
3) Thailand has improved disaster warning system.  
4) Have more unity and expertize in disaster management.  
5) Have good network between every disaster-related organizations.  
6) Reduce the lost in disaster effected area. 
7) Bring disaster affected people back to normal life.  
8) Recovery the effect area and infrastructure. 
 
2.2.2 National Government 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Even if DDPM is major responsibility in Disaster management but in Mega disaster such as 
Indian Ocean tsunami 2004 or Thailand flood 2011 the national government will command 
direct from Prime ministry and have another party involve, Public organization, business and 
also support from international are important in Thailand disaster management. 
 
Disasters management is different according to scale of disaster events .Harvard scale was device in to 
4 levels .The highest level is level 4 Prime minister of Thailand are in charge of direct command. In 
level 3 Ministry of interior will responsibility cooperate and support disaster warning to residents from 
warning organization. Level 2 is province level in this level province mayor are in charge under the 
decision from province disaster committee (and cooperate with DDPM‟s province) Level 1 is local 
level the district mayor in charge direct with chief of sub district.   
 
In response of emergency time Department of Disaster warning will send the warning to command 
center ,media and direct to Department of disaster Prevention and Mitigation .After get warning 
information DDPM will in charge of management and support disaster response to province mayor 
and provincial offices of disaster prevention and mitigation (PODPM).Warning information would 
sent to resident and in return information of damage, lost or need in mitigation will be return from 
resident to local government. 
 
 
 
Fig 4. Disaster management structure to deal with 4 levels of 
disasters in Thailand. 
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2.2.3 Local government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Local government in mega disaster play important part in cooperate all the needs of resident and all 
the support from out-agency. Sub district administration organization of 76 province and special 
administrative unit in Bangkok are the person who contact direct to resident for mitigation, follow the 
command of national government and co-operate with non-profit organization. In case of Indian 
Ocean tsunami 2004, from interview, local leader explain that SAO open their office to be shelter and 
disaster mitigation center, SAO and community head manage in finding new vacant land for relocate 
residents and also collect the name of effected residents to manage process of housing provide. In 
Thailand flood 2011, for example in Ayutthaya, Baan-No-sri sub districts, SAO have responsibility to 
provide temporary shelter on school and temple, manage food and beverage delivers to residents by 
boat during floods time and after flood SAO handing the checklist of live hood lost to evaluated for 
flood relief money support. 
 
 
Fig.5 Disaster warning and response chart 
Fig.6-7 Local government responsibility for resident live hoods delivery  
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2.2.4 Non-profit organization 
Non-profit organization is one important part to support the disaster management, red-cross and 
other non-profit organization pay important role during emergency time in major disaster. During 
recovery time support from international and domestic organization be the main funding for renew 
housing provide in Indian ocean tsunami 2004.When most of the victims lost their house, Non-profit 
organization provide new house to each household and co-operate with local government for 
relocation. Non-profit organization sponsor for building material and constructor and not only donate 
the money. Non-profit organization under Thailand‟s royal, private non-profit organization in 
Thailand and also oversee organizations come to tsunami effect area and support in other part such 
as child-care, health care, tsunami warning system or risk area map etc. In case of flood 2011 citizen 
network pay important part to collect money and donate the live hoods consumer to flood victims.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Disaster policy 
 After experience more disaster in past years National government of Thailand relies that every 
hazard can case damages to national lost. The national disaster prevention and mitigation plan 2010-
2014 are the most update policy that cover all disasters that occur in Thailand include both natural 
disaster and manmade disaster. Khunwishit and A. McEntire conclude that in past Thailand‟s disaster 
management policy establish base on civil defend, in order to response emergency treat from military 
air attack in World War II. The disaster management policy is the same priority as homeland security 
issues, however in many respect Thailand‟s disaster policy is not proactive one, the new issued or new 
law only after experience damage in disasters.  
 
 
 
 
Fig.8 Flow chart between government and Non-profit organization 
Fig.9 Non-profit organization project in Tsunami effected area 
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Table 1: Thailand Disaster law & policy Timeline 
 
1939 The air attack prevention  Act.1939 (WW II) 
1944 The air attack prevention Act.1944 
1954 Local Patrol regulation 1954 (Fire response) 
1979 The Civil threat Prevention Act.1979 
“First comprehensive law for managing disaster in Thailand”/ 
Ministry of Interior 
1983 /1995 
/2002 
National Accident Prevention  
2002 DDPM established 
2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami Occurred  
2005 Regulation that the Prime Minister‟s Office is Designated to 
Manage National Disasters (1 year after Tsunami) 
2007 The Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Act 2007. 
(Covers disaster preparedness and response)  
2009-2013 Master Plan of Tsunami Disaster Prevention 2009-2013 
2010-2014 * 
present plan. 
The National Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Plan 2010-
2014. 
2011 Thailand flood Occurred 
2013 Add the new Chapter on “Water management and Flood Disaster”  
in 2010-2014 Plan* 
 
 
2.3.1 Policy after Indian Ocean Tsunami, 2004  
 
 After Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004 ,this disaster damage were being wake-up call for Thailand 
that nation need to gain more active in disaster policy .After many experts have contredans that the 
high number of lost came from lack preparedness and no-warning system. Master plan on Tsunami 
disaster prevention and Mitigation (2009-2013) was establish, on the understanding that Thailand 
located within active fault zone with the great potential for the Tsunami ,generated undersea 
earthquakes. Included pacific ring of fire, Indonesian faults, Andaman and Nicobar fault line or 
Philippine fault system. There seismic fault liners are capable of product distant tsunami which 
possibly make landfall on both Andaman Sea and gulf of Thailand. 
 To handle in Tsunami emergency, Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation or DDPM 
hire Panya Consultants Co. Ltd. To conduct a study and develop master plan on tsunami disaster 
prevention and mitigation, on 24 March 2009, the cabinet approved this master plan (2009-2013) to be 
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used as framework and guideline for achieving the aforementioned purpose. This master plan are one 
of the most develop disaster policy in Thailand. It‟s include 4 phase of Disaster reduction guide and 
strategic in tsunami management .Especially this master plan provide list of risk area and level of 
intensity for each village along the costal. 
 
2.4 Master Plan of Tsunami Disaster Prevention 2009-2013  
 
 On 24 March 2009, the cabinet approved this Master Plan (2009-2013) to be used as framework 
and guideline for achieving the aforementioned purpose. This Master Plan is one of the most 
developed disaster policies in Thailand. 
 After experience Indian Ocean tsunami 2004, the first tsunami in national disaster history, 
Thailand relies that in south part Andaman costal are in danger and have possibility effect for future 
tsunami. When compare sea of Thailand on Thai-gulf costal are safer than Andaman coastal where 
locate near Sumatra island, this area need risk map for future disaster prevention. 
 Andaman Sea Coast: The travel time of tsunami wave from generating location to reach Phuket 
Province coastal area is approximately 2 hours. The wave height will range from 10 – 15 meters 
depending on topography of seafloor and the slope of the beaches. The tsunami high risk areas that 
projected to be most heavily damaged include Surin Islands, Phra Thong Island and Bang Niang 
village of Phang Nga Province respectively. 
 
                 
Fig 10: Risk map of Phan Nga Province 
Source: DDPM 
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Table 2 Sum of Areas at Risk on Andaman Coast and Level of Tsunami 
Intensity (Source: master plan on tsunami disaster prevention and mitigation (2009-2013) 
Area At Risk Level of Tsunami Intensity 
Name of 
Province 
No. of 
District 
No. of 
Sub-district 
No. of 
Village 
Level 
4 
Level 
3 
Level 
2 
Level 
1 
1. Ranong 3 11 45 1 7 12 25 
2. Phang Nga 7 22 106 12 31 21 42 
3. Phuket 3 13 69 - 34 14 21 
4. Krabi 5 19 113 - 3 37 73 
5. Trang 5 21 102 - - 6 96 
6. Satun 4 16 74 - - 4 70 
Total 27 102 509 13 75 94 327 
Table 3 Criteria for Determining Tsunami Intensity Level 
(Source: master plan on tsunami disaster prevention and mitigation (2009-2013) 
 
 
Level of Intensity Description 
4 
(Wave height greater than 10 metres) 
Causes catastrophic damage to life and 
physical assets. Livelihoods are completely ruined. Water 
backwashes drift vehicles and other objects into a sea. Big 
boulders and vessels are drifted ashore. All types of 
building are demolished. 
3 
(Wave height : 5 – 10 metres) 
Causes severe damage to life and property. 
People are swept along by tsunami waves. Small vessels 
are demolished. Wooden and masonry buildings are totally 
destroyed. Reinforced – concrete buildings are partly 
destroyed. 
2 
(Wave height : 2 – 5 metres) 
Causes moderate damage. Number of 
people are swept off by waves. Causes damage to small 
vessels. Most wooden houses are swept away and 
masonry buildings are partly demolished. Most 
reinforced – concrete buildings withstand. 
1 
(Wave height less than 2 metres) 
Causes minor damage. Small vessels may be 
swept ashore or overturn. Wooden houses may collapse. 
Reinforced – concrete buildings withstand. 
 
 The master plan on tsunami disaster prevention and mitigation provide in formation of Risk 
area by Map that shown location of village ,Level of tsunami density and for each local government 
resident can check the height of wave on Indian ocean tsunami 2004 disaster in DDPM web-site. In 
every village that locates in risk area, they have sign of tsunami warning and height of wave along to 
risk area.  
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Fig 11-12: Bann Namkem Phang Nga : 
Local risk map and Column shown record of tsunami wave at 5 m height   
 
2.5 Policy of Flood: Water and Flood Disaster’s management 
 The National Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Plan 2010-2014.Explain for Flood in Chapter 
10 Water management and flood disaster reduction 
Content of this plan are focuses mainly in: 
1. Water management and warning system 
2. Water and flood disaster management during emergency time in 4 levels of flood disaster. 
 This plan there is a lack of flood information at the local scale, no record of water depth in each 
affected area and this plan not includes recovery phase. When compared to tsunami master plan, this 
plan still lacks information of flood risk data. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 13: Thailand flood crisis map 2011 
Source: Thaiflood.com 
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Chapter 3 
 Response and preparedness of resident in Flood 2011 
 
3.1 Flood Lost and Damage 
 Physical damage to residents in long-term flood disaster may not seem so huge when compared to 
Tsunami, Hurricane or flashflood. But its effect on human suffering is strong and the damage scale 
increases day by day for almost 3 months that water still remains. The central part of Thailand is flat 
land the Flood case damage total is 1,340,693 families and 3,664,496 people are affected by flooding 
.813 people died and 3 were missing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The cost of damage was about 1,000,000 Million Bath and 51,056 employees in 132 businesses lost 
their jobs. Ayutthaya Province is one of the most damaged area causes by overcapacity in 4 rivers 
(Chaophaya/ phasak/Lopburi/Noi). Ayutthaya province is important as a historical area and industrial 
zone. In the past Ayutthaya province had flood problems almost every year in Oct-Nov in the areas 
nearby river. Unfortunately in year 2011 the scale of flood disaster was more than expected, even 
some residents had flood experience before but this year the water level was higher and remained 
longer than usual. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 15: Thailand flood stream zone 2011 
Source: 1.gisdamap edit by Author, 2.Thailand flood recovery website, 2012 
Fig 14: Flood lost and damage 
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Physical damage to residents in long-term flood disaster may not seem so huge when compared 
to Tsunami, Hurricane or flashflood. But its effect on human suffering is strong and the damage scale 
increases day by day for almost 3 months that water still remains. The cost of damage was about 
1,000,000 Million Bath  
 
Fig 16: Thailand flood time line 
 
Table 4 effected and lost in each area 
 
 Current flooded province  Families  death missing 
22-Aug-11 14 379,274 37 1 
5-Sep-11 10 214,915 61 1 
15-Sep-11 30 339,601 91 1 
2-Oct-11 23 559,895 206 2 
15-Oct-11 25 781,258 297 2 
1-Nov-11 26 718,607 384 2 
15-Nov-11 22 1,903,457 562 2 
30-Nov-11 15 1,800,043 652 3 
15-Dec-11 9 1,654,044 698 3 
28-Dec-11 5 894,645 752 3 
5-Jan-12 1 14,680 813 3 
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 Even if most residents have flood experience before they still no Idea what to do in disaster 
situation, that experience with previous, less several floods, made them more unconcerned. People 
have misgivings about government information. Individuals make their own choice to stay in their 
house or self-make shelter on high-ways and collect food and beverage as much as possible but it‟s 
surely not enough for 2 months. To give direction of making future disaster preparedness and 
recovery guide is necessary. It‟s important to understand from loss and suffering. What is the reason 
that made resident denied evacuation? 
 
 
 
Fig 17-18: death and current flood provinces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 19: Cause of death 
 
 Case of death in Thailand flood is from the long term flood remain so resident try to get along 
with everyday life on water, But lack of practice and experience can case the danger to life such as 
flood away by water stream because not good at boat selling ,or problem from electric that water case 
the death. But sink in the water is the number 1 in rank because many people go out fishing and some 
even drink water. The flood situation different from normal situation in term of power 
stream .Resident with low experience in boat vehicle can bring them self to danger during flood.  
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3.2 Study area and background  
 
 3.2.1 Huntra 
Huntra Landscape is flat land 3.5 meter high from sea level .The Huntra canal connects all 6 villages 
in the area together .This areas main transportation by car (local road and highway)and by boat . 
Huntra‟s district area is 7.22 square kilometer. This sub-district locates 10 km far from Rojjana 
industrial zone and 5 km far from historical island of Ayutthaya province. The population is 431 
peoples and 2,074 household. All area had flood during 2011 flood disaster.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 20.ayutthaya‟s zoning map with number of house hold 
 
3.2.2 Situation during flood 
 
 Year 2011 had more rain than another year and storms hit Thailand about 5 times, in September 
many province in north of Ayutthaya had flood reports. So the news that Huntra will have effect from 
flood was spread almost 1 month before .The local leader prepared some sandbags to make a water 
barrier.7 October after river damn in Phasak river broke the water level in Huntra canal dramatically 
increased. Whole villages were cut off by the flood .The water level was about 3 meter high. The 
situation after the first 1 week was no electric and water. After that some areas have electric back but 
still had no water for more than 1 month. All Huntra sub-district suffered from the damage.  
 To illustrate understanding the flood situation in Thailand, This study provides a comparison with a 
flood in Japan. The flood is often caused by heavy rainfall. In Japan many floods happen as “flash 
flood” by heavy rain and over capacity of the river so the water runs down from  mountains to the 
sea .For example ,the flood in 2004 in Izushi area ,residents were warned by their local leader and 
after 8 hours ,the flood water had attacked the community .Many houses were destroyed by strong 
power water .the water remained one day so some people, whose houses were not destroy got back 
from the shelter to their house in a few days ,but some whose whole house had been destroy had to 
stay in shelter more than a month until their own house was reconstructed. This is different from the 
flood in Thailand because of the landscape of central Thailand is a flat land and some parts are lower 
than sea level so the water remained longer and residents had to bear this problem for 2-3 month. This 
also affected people‟s life as long-term disaster. 
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3.2.3 Shelter condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 21.Shelter in Ayutthaya by Pre-flood function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig 22. Compare Shelter by Pre-flood function 
  
For the former function it different in urban area such as Ayutthaya city and Bangkok. Because most 
of urban life still connect community by religious place .But when urban spout gown such as 
Phathumthani that locate closer to Bangkok the decreasing of temple shelter and rising of school 
shelter are present. It‟s important to understand the character of own community to provide the 
support to the practical center.  
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Scale of shelter We can conclude that there are 4 different levels of shelter in residents level, 
Neighborhood level, refuge level or Community level, and regional or wider level (Xu , Okada 
,Hatayama and He,2006). In case of Flooding in Ayutthaya city we can separate shelter in 3 groups. 
       
 
 Type of shelter positive negative 
1.residents
 
1.The upper 
floors of house is 
higher than water 
level 
 
Feel comfort at 
home 
Don‟t have to 
pay for move or 
rental 
-No food and water supply. 
Sometimes don‟t have food donation 
-if water level is higher than 
expected, resident have to evacuate 
out in flooding time. 
2.relatives house 
 
Feel good to 
stay family and 
don‟t have to pay 
high rental(maybe 
free 
Have to pay for transportation in 
evacuation. 
Worry about their house during 
flood 
3.rental house in 
no-flood area 
Have more 
privacy and don‟t 
have to worry 
about flood 
Have to pay for rental, for transport 
from house and worry about their 
house 
2.Community level 
 
1.Tample or 
school that belongs 
to community 
 
-Free for rental 
-Easy for food 
donate if stay in 
shelter 
-not so far from 
home 
-No privacy 
-Don‟t have good sleep sheet 
provided 
-Not enough toilet 
2.self-make or 
community shelter 
on highway 
 
-Free for rental 
-Easy for food 
donate if stay in 
shelter 
-not so far from 
home 
-easy for 
transport and get 
donate. 
-No life support facility 
-no security 
-no privacy 
 
3.Some private 
open space ex 
Tesco car park 
 
-Free for rental 
-Easy for food 
donation. 
-have big space 
for car 
 
-far from home 
-no privacy 
-no facility 
3.regional or wider 
level 
 
Gymnasium of 
university  or 
national Gym 
-Free for rental 
-Easy for food 
donate 
-good facility 
 
-far from home 
-no privacy 
-have to stay with stranger 
 
Table 5 Shelter type group by shelter scale 
Source: Sararit and Kondo, 2013 
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Fig 23 Shelter in flood: 3 scale group by resident‟s evacuation choice 
From the interview of local leader, who co-ordinates the shelter in Baannonsri, said in this sub-district 
3 shelters were provide in school, temple and high-way. All had poor quality and had to wait for food 
donation everyday .But it‟s not so far from resident‟s house and they were able to stay with people in 
same community not strangers. The place that people feel most satisfied is High-way shelter because 
it the first place that they can get support. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 From interview with Co-ordinate of Thammasat university shelter said most of the volunteers in 
shelters were university students. The university provides sleeping sheets and tents for family with 
small children .They also provided foods, water; cloths donate and tried to have activities to support 
the victim from flood. The living quality in this shelter is quite good but people still worried to stay 
far from their house and don‟t know how long they have to stay. Sadly after 2 months university area 
also flooded and the shelter was closed, so people had to evacuate again. Residents were not 
satisfied with regional scale shelters, even with good facilities, because they have to live far from 
home with strangers. Residents were happier in local scale shelters where they don’t have to live 
far from home and still know the community, but the facility is very poor in local scale shelters. 
That is why most residents want to stay at home because they worry about their belongings and 
don’t think it will be better condition at a shelter. 
 
Fig .24 Shelf-made shelter on high-way 
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3.3 Resident situation during flood 
 The support start before flood Sub district Administration Organization (SAO), is the main 
response for flood protect and co-ordinate, From interview with chief of SAO ,He explained that SAO 
will get money support or life supply from Ayutthaya province, Red-cross and private organization 
and spread them to individual household by Village leader.  
1. National government send Money support for disaster province and Boat, emergency bag and local 
government will manage to deliver it to residents. 
2. Red-cross make charity PR to get support money from all over Thailand and from international red-
cross and everyday volunteer will help to pack food and emergency bag to send out to disaster area. 
3. Private organization sends food good and donates small temporary emergency shelter.  
 All of the donation are sent to SAO and staff will send to resident or said they got food delivery 
from Local government but sometime it‟s not enough but when interviewing the head of the village 1 
She said that they have conflicts with local government so this village gets less support and donation 
compared to another area, even though this village have highest has the highest population. 
 The highest priority for residents is to keep their car safe (If they have car). In Thailand car 
insurance not cover in case of disaster so people make their choice to park the car in high places such 
as bridges or Highways even if it is illegal. But after all highways were under water all vehicles were 
damaged by the flood, too. After months passed the food and drinking water which individuals 
collected ran out and it was hard for residents to go out to buy food .They have to row the boat for 
more than 1 hour to go to the nearest department store that was still open. People transformed shock 
to anger and everyday all the villagers desperately wait for food delivery from donation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig .25 Local shelters: temple  
Table 6 Flood duration in Huntra  
Source: Housing Renovation after Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, Journal of Disaster Research, 
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3. 4 Resident evacuated behaviors  
 From questionnaire to 50 residents in Huntra sub distract most of the resident own their house and 
land (39) and government staff house (7) and rental (4)  
Table 7 House in Huntra: ownership 
status House (total 50) 
owner 39 
Government staff 
house 
7 
rental 4 
 
 House in Huntra mostly are 2 stories house (23) the first floor was concrete construction and the 
second was wood construct, 1 stories house (12), one stories up floor (8) townhouse (6) and apartment 
(1) this different from the study that said Thai local house have innovation to used pillar house (up 
floor 1 stories) but most of people in this flood area used 2 stories house and decide to move their 
furniture to up floor in case of flood.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 26.evacuated during flood 
More than a haft of resident have flood experience before but still suffer and don‟t know what to do in 
flood situation people get suffering and loss their money and belonging during this 2-3 month of flood 
most of people move out from their house around 7 October 2011 and move back around 30 
December when the water is dried. Before flood happen in Ayutthaya the news of flood in North 
province was inform but many people still think that maybe it‟s not effect to their house ,people wait 
until they water level is too high to stay then evacuated by walk in the water or boat. After the flood 
dried resident move back and tried to renovate their own house using most of support money and their 
own saving .The support money from government come on May of 2012 which more than 6 month 
after flood.  
3.4 Relocation 
Most of residents in Huntra have no plan to relocate, because of their work such as agriculture and 
industrial job. 25% admit that if the future flood occurred and the water depth is higher than the 2nd 
floor of their house, they will consider relocating. 
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Fig 27 .Relocation  
Source: Housing Renovation after Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, Journal of Disaster Research, Titaya Sararit and 
Kondo Tamiyo 
 
 
 The method to provide money to recovery is making by the check-list and the support is not more 
than 20,000 Bath. The average money that Huntra people get is about 17,000 baht. Even it look equal 
to resident payment which is average 23,500 Baht .But during 3 month of flood people have no job no 
food and they have to wait for this support money almost 6 month. At that time the find difficulty to 
renovate because the material and the craftsman cost is very high 
Table 8 Job effect from flood 
job task delay  
 
13 
Decrease payment or 
income 
15 
lost your job  12 
work load more heavy 6 
no effect  4 
 
People get lost and suffering during flood, lost in house, in job and also feel unsecured. There is no 
preparation shelter in case of disaster before, so during the flood happen: temporary shelter has been 
created in community (Used local center point such as temple school or highway); but with no 
planning for facility and no future plan preparation. Many of shelter failure and have to evacuated 
again, for example in case of Thammasat university shelter; even people feel comfortable and have all 
facility and support but they still worry about their own house and at the end resident quite suffer to 
evacuated again. Some shelter doesn‟t have enough facility and some is too far; in case of 
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“Baannonsri Shelter” (school shelter) resident said that they have only 1 toilet for 200 peoples and it‟s 
float toilet, not clean or healthy. When asking which is the most satisfies shelter between school, 
temple and highway, answer is the shelter on the high-way, because when the donation comes to the 
community this high-way shelter will be the first point that can raise donation. Even if have many 
support during the flood but it‟s not enough ,some family complain that the food deliver from SAO is 
not enough and sometime the donation and deliver is depend on connection of individual to SAO. 
Many of Thai people have to stay with their relative in another city or rent the hotel .The biggest 
number is people who decide to live in their own house instead of move to any shelter. One of the 
interview said that they don‟t think the condition in community shelter would be better compare to 
their house so If the water don‟t high-up to their second floor they better stay in their house so they 
don‟t have to worry about thief will come and stole their belonging. After flood dried many people get 
lost and have a big money to pay for renovated the material is expensive and hard to find craftsman. 
Even have many problems but no one wants to move their house to another area. 50 of resident still 
want to stay in Huntra at the same location. And even they have poor condition of living, but when 
asking about next year preparation (2012),50 of sample resident, only have idea to move their 
furniture to up floor faster If they‟ve inform of flood warning .They have buy the boat. In physical of 
housing some resident up the level of 2
nd
 floor and some buy the wood furniture that can remain under 
the water. So most it‟s individual treatment not community or public policy plan. If flood happen this 
year resident still have no plan to evacuate. 
The finding of the research leading to 3 suggestions on future flood preparation 
1. Improve the policy or support for resident to be in group not direct to individual because it barely 
see the improvement when device the relief money one by one. 
2. Improve the shelter system: Resident already makes decision to stay so they have to be more 
awareness to disaster and should involve in shelter prepares or participates in disaster prevention not 
only let the governments make decision. 
Fig 28 .Thammasart shelter 
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Chapter 4 
 
Housing renovation after flood 2011 and preparation for future flood 
 
 
The 2011 Flood occurred because of overcapacity of the river and over capacity of water on land from 
heavy rainfall. After the tropical monsoon season (June-August) passed in 2011, 5 storms hit the north 
part and central part of Thailand. The water ran from north part and caused 16 province‟s river to 
flood and because of the geography of Thailand the water ran down to the central part which is a flat 
floodplain so water cannot rapidly run to the sea but remained for a long time and caused 14 
provinces in the central part including Ayutthaya Province and some parts of Bangkok City to flood. 
“1.5 million Homes and other structures were impacted throughout the duration of the flood”. 
In case of Ayutthaya flood remained for almost 3 months and all areas were flooded. The city‟s 
economic activities are made up of 3 main parts: 1.economic 2.agriculture, and 3.tourist business, so 
when flood happened in the province all economic activity stopped, people lost their income and 
some lost their jobs. 
According to flood that occurred frequency in Ayutthaya province lead to many researches about this 
flood plain area, Mostly focus on flood risk prevention that relate to industrial area and economic or 
focus in term of historical area‟s flood protection because Ayutthaya is one of the famous destination 
for tourist and world cultural heritage For the research that relate to housing mostly recommend that 
for resident in Ayutthaya area should build 1.the elevate floor house ; “Pilar house” that name in Thai 
as “Tai-tun” house to mitigated the effect from flood or 2.floatable house for adapt floor level in case 
that flood water level more higher that second floor was found that for new flood protect house 
resident are concern about 3 important factors such as “building structure”, “construction cost” and 
“integrity of the building”. Even if elevated the house would be the better way for resident who want 
to continue live in this flood risk‟s area ,But only the disaster experience from previous flood disaster 
and flood relief  money support are not enough for support resident to “Build back better house”. This 
study want to point out the treat that resident choose to renovate their own house and the resident 
economic factor that relate to construction cost. For this study, a survey was carried out in Huntra sub-
distract, Ayutthaya Province. This sub-district is located between Ayutthaya Downtown and Rojana 
industrial area. Huntra is comprised of 6 Villages, and the Huntra canal connects all 6 villages 
together .This area‟s main transportation is by car (local road and highway No.32) and by boat. 
Huntra district‟s area is 7.22 square kilometers. This sub-district is located 10 km away from Rojjana 
industrial zone and 5 km away from the historical island of Ayutthaya province. The population is 
2,074 households and 5,431 people. Almost Every year the river-side area of huntra canal will have 
flood effect but in 2011 the flood is larger than expected so 100% of huntra area was flood. (Titaya 
Sararit and Kondo Tamiyo,2011) 
 
The research focuses on 3 main points. First, To compile and summarize information about the 
financial loss and support to residents after the flood 2011 Second, To classify the recovery methods 
that residents chose to renovate their houses and third, to estimate the capability of resident recovery 
to protect against the next flood. The methodology of this research is survey and observation by 
conducting the survey in Huntra area, in 6 villages, including the following.     
•Data A Questionnaires hand to 40 households about their flood experience before and in 2011 
(collect data in Aug 2012) and 2013(collect from online-questionnaire, Oct 2013) 
•Data B Interviews with 20 residents about house renovate construction type and budget, and 
interviews with local government about renovation support.(collect data Nov.2012) 
•Data C Secondary data from village number 1 (779 households) about flood relief money payment 
amounts and the checklist for criteria of support money payment from the government. 
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4.1 HOUSE TYPE AND DAMAGE AFTER FLOOD 
 From questionnaires of 40 residents in Huntra, 11 households said they have had flood experience 
every year. Flood experience in the case of Huntra is caused by river flooding, so most of the houses 
located near Huntra canal have a high possibility to have flooding in every flood season. Only 12 
households never have had flood experience. But in 2011 every household had the same flood 
experience. The water levels in each village and flood duration are a little different according to their 
physical condition and distance from the canal. Even if they have or did not have flood experience, 
flooding in Huntra was not related to house type of residents. Most residents decided to build the 
house according to their budget limits, even if in some case resident have flood experience every year 
or live in flood risk areas, but they still live in 1 story houses, because they cannot afford the cost of 
building a 2 stories house. Even if some of residents have origins in Ayutthaya, as local people, the 
type of 2 stories open elevated house or Thai traditional house is not quite popular because of to the 
cost of construction, maintenance and the way of living that has changed. Most of the houses in 
Huntra are 2 story houses with concrete construction or maybe half-concrete (first floor) and wood 
(second floor).Authors and Affiliations In terms of housing damage, all of the houses are effected by 
flooding. 
The damage can be grouped after the flood area dried in the following categories. 
1. The floor had to be cleaned or floor tiles had to be renewed because of mud and dirt, 
2. Furniture destroyed by water. 
3. The water-mark can be seen on every house wall   4.Tons of garbage was left in the community. 
5. In some case the water caused damage to the foundation of the house. 
6. Doors, frames, windows and glass were destroyed by flood. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.29 House damage 
Source: Housing Renovation after Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, 
Journal of Disaster Research, Titaya Sararit and Kondo Tamiyo 
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4. 2 FINACIALS SUPPORT FOR FLOOD RELIEF 
 
From interview local government, the national government supported residents in the flood area; for 
primary mitigation to all resident will get 5,000 BTH per house, this can be call as first-aid support 
money and after the flood dried. Local government “Sub-district organization Associate” of Huntra 
will send the staff to evaluate the damage from flood by live hood list, estimate the damage in each 
house and give Flood relief money in total abut less than 20,000 THB (63,000 YEN/640 USD).The 
check list will device to 1.Kitchenware 22% 2.building material 27% lighting tool 3% cloth 13%, 
uniform 5%, bed 7% work equipment 13% and other 12% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Even if, the check list percent for building material seem to be the biggest in flood relief support but 
infect the money that most of resident will get is very small, from secondary data of village number.1 
in Huntra, From 779 household  about 479 residents (61.5 %) only  got  total support money about 
13,000-14,999 THB(Fig 6) and for building material money from 779 ,43.5 % will get money only 
1,000-2,999 THB, This amount of money is too small for resident to reconstruction for new house 
 
 
 
Fig.30 Flood relief support money Source: Housing Renovation after 
Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, Journal of Disaster Research, 
Titaya Sararit and Kondo Tamiyo 
Fig.31 Total financial support compare to 
Building material support 
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From the Data A questionnaire survey to 40 households the average income of resident are about 
24,400 Bath per family/month. In flood time it‟s not easy to buy food or beverages as .the prices of 
consumer goods are about 3 times more expensive than normal. So the flood relief money from 
government is about the same amount as 1 month income per family, and it‟s too small to cover flood 
losses of residents. In addition residents will get this flood relief money 6 months after the flood dried 
[in May 2012] so before that time many people have to borrow money from a bank or private sector to 
use in their house recovery process. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.28 shows the amounts that households got in money support from government flood relief 
compared with the amount that households get for repaired building (27%), but in some cases like 
house Number 2 and Number 12 they will get only 5,000 THB for resident support in the flood area. 
They won‟t get the support money from flood relief because they are a rental house not a house owner 
themself. The situation in this case causes more suffering.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 32 support money/house renovate  
Fig.33 The money that resident pay 
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Fig.29The money support from the government is very low, compared to the real costs that resident 
pay for house renovation. For example, in case of house no.14, they used their own savings in 
250,000 baht total to renovate their new house, although the support money is only about 5,000 Baht. 
 
4.3. HOUSE RENOVATION TYPE 
 
Table .9 compare flood relief money with building material money 
 Source: Housing Renovation after Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, Journal of Disaster Research, Titaya Sararit and 
Kondo Tamiyo 
 
The type of renovation in terms of flood prevention varied. .From interviews 20 households, the cost 
of renovation ranged from about 10,000-100,000 BTH, depending on the level of damage of the 
building structure. Type of treat can be group in to 4 groups (Fig 9) 
1. A type lifted up the second floor (2 houses), elevated the second floor up higher, but this is quite 
expensive and mostly uses floor open-air type on the first floor.   
2. B type adapted or extended the second floor (1 house) for next flood and prepared to extend the 
second floor of the house. To have more room and more 2nd floor toilets. The owner said if flood 
happens again they can live more conveniently on the second floor.  
3. C type Paint and prepare (12 houses) : Paint new color, make new floor, buy new furniture but not 
exactly change the building construction, but prepare a boat and be ready to move everything to an 
upper floor faster. 
4. No renovation (5 houses) interviews didn‟t included any renovation or preparation, because they 
don‟t have enough money and still worry that in 2012 or 2013 it might be flood again.  
 
 
4.4. NEXT FLOOD PREPARATION 
 
To conduct the estimate for capability of resident to protect themself against the next flood this 
research compare between flood in 2011 and 2013,even if the size of damage in 2013 are smaller 
from 2013 only 30% of resident that have flood experience, but this can show the resident 
preparedness before flood occurred.  
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(Fig.11)This questionnaire asking about what resident prepare in year 2013 (even if flood occurred or 
not) before flood season most of resident has news inform about flood in northern area and author 
compare with the previous answers of residents in 2011,Which residents can answer more than 1 
choice for the method that they used for flood prepare . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The result shown that number of residents who has prepare for flood disaster were increase, from 
Fig.11 present the number of residents increase when ask about preparedness in 2013 , most of 
resident gain more awareness to flood prepare. The No.1 in rank  is answer (7).check the news and 
water level and No.2 is answer (4) move the water the upper floor when they hear the news of flood in 
northern area, Almost every prevention methods were increase but only answer (5)“build the wall for 
flood protection” that decrease because from experience in 2011, many residents made concrete wall 
to block the water around their house it turn out that the wall were collapse because of water power or 
the water level was higher than the wall‟s height so “wall-protect water” was useless and also cause 
the resident more money to buy material. But even if all resident experience flood in 2011 but in 2013 
still have some residents (7 houses from 40 households) that not prepare for any flood prevention.  
  
When asking about if they have large-scale flooding again in nearly future, do residents plan to 
relocate permanent from Ayutthaya to other place. From 40 samples of resident in Huntra, Ayutthaya; 
25 resident or 62% is willing to stay in same place even if they are in risk-area for flood disaster. The 
second number is 10 residents (25%) have plan to move if the next flood level is higher than the 
second floors of their house and 5 residents (13%) surely move if have flood again one more time. 
 
1. After suffering from flood for a long time during 3 months, residents still have another problem that 
they find difficulty to renovate their house back to normal or to be better protected against the next 
flood According to their income that decreased and they spent some of their savings during the flood 
time already so many household don‟t have enough money to renovate their houses. The amount of 
flood relief money is too small compared to the money that residents really lost Money that residents 
lost = income for 2-3 months + renovate money + Money that was spent during emergency time. 
25,000 is very low compared to the residents‟ income, and is about the same as 1 month‟s income and 
it takes time for residents to get this money and in some case residents will have only 5,000 baht for 
flood area victims. They are not allowed 20,000 flood relief money if they are in a rental house. So 
money that government gives to residents is not “relief” money but it‟s just only “indemnity” or 
“apologize” money. In fact, this money cannot help residents to recover their houses after flood. 
2. The types of renovation can be classified in o 3 groups. The first 2 groups have major 
developments in house structure. A type elevated the house up higher than before; this costs almost 
100,000 Baht and can be used only for Thai traditional houses for the house type such as concrete 
construction house it almost impossible to use this kind of renovate. So this type of renovation is still 
Fig 34.Resident flood preparation in 2011 and 2013 
Source: Housing Renovation after Thailand Flood 2011 in Ayutthaya, 
Journal of Disaster Research, Titaya Sararit and Kondo Tamiyo 
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very limited. Type B extends the house and prepares a more useful space on the top floor .This can 
make their living condition during flood better but still causes problem in the case that water level is 
higher than expected. 
But even these 2 types can be quite sure that people will live with better conditions in case of flood, 
however most residents cannot afford this type of renovation. So the most popular option that they 
have was buying paint and painting their house to erase the watermark. This can make the house look 
better and is not so expensive, but at the same time, it does not develop housing to protect against 
future floods. 
3. To Estimate capacity of resident for future disaster preparation, the result after 3 year pass from 
2011 to 2013 describe that the resident gain a more awareness in flood prevention, In 2013 ,40 
residents answer that they have prepare for flood 33 houses, compare to only 10 houses in 2011 that 
have flood prepare, and resident relies the important to get information about flood situation and more 
careful on water level, But still have about 7 residents who doesn‟t prepare anything even if they have 
experience in flood disaster, Also still have small number of residents who take action in major 
house‟s construction renovate, The behavior of residents still repeat as “move their own belonging to 
upper level” and “collecting for foods and consumer goods” which is not really helpful if they 
experience the long-term flood again. Only small number of resident that have major develop direct in 
housing reconstruction such as elevate the floor up or extent the second floors (only 4 from 40 
samples).If most of resident still want to stay in this location, it very important for them to have more 
flood resist house structure, but the problem of financial and present‟s type of their house structure are 
still limit most of residents to reconstruction to better house. 
 
1. Government policy has to look deep in more detail, not only just give money to residents but 
should have policy that supported renovation intern of construction process for better house to protect 
resident to next flood protection too. 
2. For residents after this flood experience, this can be lesson learnt that individuals have to prepare 
themselves for their own property protection in case of disaster. Even if local government or national 
government has some policy for support, they cannot cover all damages in case of a large scale 
disaster. The preparedness for such as disaster requires insurance and renovation funds for flood resist 
housing. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Disaster Response and preparedness by residents After Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004 
 5.1 Tsunami lost and damage 
Early morning of December 26, 2004 or Boxing Day, an earthquake occurred under sea nearby north 
of Sumatra Island, This earthquake affected to 14 countries in south-east Asia, South Asia and even 
Africa. Thailand is one of the large damage, 6 provinces in south part of Thailand along Andaman 
coast hit by tsunami that cause more than 8,000 death a third of them foreigner because this time of 
the year is tourist high-season. Tourist industry, Fishery and community were destroying by that 
morning tsunami wave. 
Table 10. Thailand‟s Loss and damage, Indian Ocean tsunami 2004 
 
Province Destroyed Damaged Reconstruction Repair Household 
Goods 
Total 
  
 
1. Krabi 
  
396 
  
262 
  
1,446,311 
  
445,581 
  
282,445 
  
2,174,336 
2.Phang Nga 1,904 604 8,112,978 1,249,087 2,247,383 11,609,447 
3.Phuket 742 291 3,703,433 708,546 1,102,995 5,514,974 
4.Ranong 224 111 818,115 189,920 150,962 1,158,997 
5.Satun 2 80 7,305 136,353 21,914 165,571 
6.Trang 34 156 124,178 265,401 58,437 448,016 
Total 3,302 1,504 14,212,320 2,994,887 3,864,134 21,071,342 
 
Source: Tsunami Thailand one year later report, United Nations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resident experience in 2004 tsunami: Interview 
Namkem residents (80 years old) 
 
“I never experience Tsunami before in my life; we didn’t even know meaning of words 
“Tsunami”. That morning the sea level decrease immediately, you can even see the fishes on 
the sand .Most of peoples, both Thai and foreigner; think its look fun, so they went to take a 
look closely. While many people walk down to the beach and suddenly the waves hit and 
follow by higher waves. Everything on the shore was wash away   many people run to highway 
for evacuated. The waves was as high as that pine tree (about 7 m) .My house completely 
destroy, in fact I can’t remember my house from the trash, because it’s completely damage, so 
my family move to temple first and we live in knock-down temporary house for 6 months” 
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5.2 Tsunami warning & evacuation situation on 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami 
On 26 December 2004 the Indian Ocean Tsunami caused the largest damage in Thailand disaster 
history. This was the first time that Thailand experienced “Tsunami”. 6 Provinces of Thailand on 
Andaman coastal side were damage by Tsunami. Phang Nga province is the most damage area 
because of the density in fisherman village along the Andaman coast. Before the Indian Ocean 
Tsunami 2004, Thailand had no warning system for earthquake or tsunami. Lack of knowledge about 
Tsunami caused huge losses in life and property. From interviews we can see that many residents 
didn‟t know about tsunamis before and they weren‟t aware of the sign of decreased sea level.After 
tsunami strike more than 1,000 residents were rendered homeless and evacuated to temporary shelter, 
Children lost their parent and under the lost termer, many tourists find difficulty to seek of their 
family members under the wreckage. Migrant worker is one group that difficulty in evacuation, 
sheltering and Identify the death. Most of migrant worker came from Burma to work in fishery 
business without identify the population of migrant worker believe that the real number of death are 
more than it record. Morgan or Sea gipsy community are one of the group that have effected after 
survive from Tsunami, They get the problem on land right on the land that Morgan claim they live for 
more than 100 years 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 35. Interview Morgan residents Mr.Klatalea 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Klatalea : Morgan 3 generation explain history of Sea gipsy in Morgan culture center ,Phang 
Nga( 2013/07 ) 
“Morgan used to travel and live on the sea of Andaman, but in past 100 years, world change and 
we have settle down here in Baan-tung-wah . 
“Tsunami” in fact, Morgan has a word in Morgan language to describe Tsunami, This type of 
wave was told in our old folk tale, but in recent generation we don’t have knowledge about it 
anymore. 24 Morgans Member deaths in tsunami disaster. When we evacuated to temporary 
shelter we notice that we will lost the right of our land, because local government claim that this 
land belong to them so we walk back and stay. We born here, live here and our ancestors grave is 
here”After compromise to share land between local government and Morgan, Morgan 
community still live on their former land as before Tsunami ,But Mr.Hantalea admit that the duel 
is only 5 years ,so they still have to fight for the right over this land in the future. 
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5.3 Evacuation and Shelter condition after tsunami 2004  
Disaster Management in Tsunami 2004  
After Tsunami strike to the Andaman coast the emergency situation started. Thai national government 
activated the existing “Civil defense emergency” system. The Prime Minister of Thailand commanded 
directly to 6 Keys /ministry to set up the Tsunami committee: 1.Ministry of Interior 2.Ministry of 
Health 3.Ministry of Foreigner Affaire 4.DDPM (Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation) 
5.Thai Military force 6.Ministry of Social Development and Human Security. The priority was search, 
rescue, identify persons and provide shelter for displaced. UN and international organizations also 
played an important role of providing support in recovery phases for housing, children and also 
supported economic recovery in the affected areas Many NGOs from all over the country and 
international NGOs donated for tsunami effected residents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 36 .flow chart of Tsunami management 
 
Provision of Shelter As a measure of immediate relief, families whose houses had been destroyed or 
damaged was provided emergency shelter in relief camps. As a next step towards the recovery effort, 
temporary and permanent shelters were built to house the affected families.  The Ministry of Social 
Development and Human Security was assigned the task of coordinating with various government 
agencies efforts to provide shelter to those made home- less by the tsunami.  
A number of agencies, including the military, the Ministry of Defense, National Housing Authority, 
provincial government, and private companies and contractors, were assigned the responsibilities of 
rebuilding the houses.  For the 3,361 people who sought government assistance in housing, 2,688 
houses had been built by November 2005. The design and building of houses according to the needs 
of beneficiaries, as well as in regard to better land use, management, and adherence to building codes 
and regulations is a continuing challenge. (Thailand‟s response to Tsunami, UN) 
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Table 11. Government agency for construction in each province 
 
Province Government agencies responsible for 
construction of houses 
Krabi Defense Ministry 
Phang Nga Army and Navy 
Phuket Private Companies/Constructors 
Ranong Air force 
Satun Provincial 
Trang National Housing Authority  
 
Source: Department of social Development and welfare, Ministry of social Development and human Security, January 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 37. Temporary shelter at Namkem 
Source: DDPM volunteer of namkem community, 2013 slide 
5.4 Temporary shelter to Permanent house 
Most of resident in Namkem area evacuated to temporary shelter at SAO Baan muang and stay at 
temporary shelter for 6 month, during that time the rescues and cleaning continue in Tsunami damage 
area with the assistant of many organization and volunteer. After six months first group resident move 
back to their former land to stay in new provide house construct by Army these group is the group that 
want to stay in their former area.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Grandma who now live in Army house Namkem: Interview 
“This house I got from Army after 6 months of stayed in temporary shelter. I spend my 
money 100,000 Thai baht more for extent the space and device rooms, the real design of this 
house is shop house with studio room, and house size was only haft of what you seeing 
now.” “I have no intent to relocate to another area even my relative suggests me to move to 
another province. I don’t know what job I should start in another area, I have small 
beverages store here and I know everyone in this neighborhood, it’s not easy for me to move 
away from my own community” 
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5.5 Improvement in preparedness and prevention 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The awareness increased for residents who experienced damage. Many residents participate in 
community disaster prevention activities .Warning systems and evacuation systems were also 
developed. 
 
Fig 38. Evacuation to sheltering process  
Fig 39. Improvement of warning and evacuation. 
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For Namkem community the awareness rises up to resident who experience the damage, many of 
residents participate in community disaster prevention activity .Namkem become a Study model of 
disaster prevention in Thailand. The DDPM volunteer group which is created by resident themselves 
and then got support from local government have participate in warning practice, disaster risk map 
make and also prepare rescues equipment .The concept is not only prepare for Tsunami but they also 
practice disaster prevention for helping another area as a return to society after Namkem get a lot of 
support from over the country. The Namkem community group manages the donation from 
government and organization in the same time they create network between resident in community 
and also have connection with another Tsunami effected group to learn from each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 41. Interview DDPM volunteer Mr.Sakda and Mr.Maitree          
        
 
Fig 40. Evacuation to sheltering process  
Source: DDPM volunteer of Namkem community, 2013 slide 
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Fig 42 Mr.Sakda and Namkem risk map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Maitri :DDPM Volunteer member,Namkem community committee 
“I never have experience in Disaster prevention before, I never even participate in 
community activity .Before Tsunami I get fishery business middleman, but after 
Tsunami we relies that if my family going to stay in this area we have to prepare more. 
That why I participate in Namkem community group and also we created DDPM-
volunteer is not government unit, so we can work fast and freely in case of disaster we 
have our own equipment and staffs. Our members are Namkem’s resident from many 
job fields. We learn from our experience in Tsunami 2004 and also learn from other 
expert. Namkem community have risk map and emergency path .we also have Mr. 
Warning who keep eye on the sea level in case something happen be will warning to 
community member faster than Tsunami warning tower.” 
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Chapter 6 
Housing recovery and relocation by resident viewpoint After Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004 
 6.1. Background of Namkem 
Before Tsunami  
“Namkem” (or “Baan Namkem” in Thai language meaning “Sea water”) is village Number 2 of 
“Baan Muang” sub-district, in “Takua pa” district of Phan Nga province, located in the south of 
Thailand on the Andaman seaside. This Andaman fishery village is a former mining industrial area 
from 1972-1982, and at that time many people from every province of Thailand came to Namkem to 
work in the mine industry.Every alley (Soi) was named according to former hometowns of newcomer 
laborors. For example, “Soi-Ayutthaya” is named for people who came from Ayutthaya province, 
“Soi-Chiang Mai” for people who came from Chiang mai province. After the mine period finished, 
Namkem turned from mining to be a big fishery indrusial area. That created low-income housing or 
slums along the Namkem coastline. Because of crowded housing of people who work as laborers in 
the fishery business is was understandable that when the tsunami attacked in 2004, Namkem had the 
highest ranking for loss in life and housing damage. In general Namkem local residents can be 
grouped in to 3 groups: 1)Thai national 2) Mogan (indigionous ethinic group) 3) Migrant workers 
from outside Thailand. 65% of residents have jobs in Fishery, 15% are trading and 10% are laborors. 
(Palalak,2008).The community “Namkem” can be groups in to 2 Types  
1.Community live near by the beach.  
2.Community live in Shore forest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 43 Namkem map 
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After Tsunami  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 44. Number of Effect people and housing 
 
On 26 December 2004 , at  10:00 am the water attack to Namkem community ,many people lost their 
family member and their house. Villagers and Tourists evacuated to the nearest hospital. The death 
bodies being carried to The “Yanyao tample” and emergency center [tents] have establish in “Bang 
muang sub-district ,SAO”. Princess Patchara kittaya Pha of Thailand donate for knock-down 
temporary house. Then, After 6 Month pass. Government clean up the area and people move to the 
new donated house, some villager can rebuild on their own land but the donated house is very small 
and poor quality. Many low-income villagers were re-locate to the new place which far from the sea 
(for example “Pru-tio” community).They have to change the way of living from fisherman to general 
labor ,from that problem some villager in Namkem group together to share and build their own house 
by themselves in Namkem area( near the sea).They can continue the fisher man life and also have 
good quality house that the decide together.  
6.2 Housing Project according to Risk map 
Most recovery housing projects in Namkem are still in the risk area. Only project 2.PR (Pru-tio) and 
project 5.SR-1 (Ruamsuk taweesub) relocated to a safer area, far from the sea.Population of  Namkem 
is about House hold 1,566 house with local resident 4,171 people alien residents 1,452 people. 
Villager combine; Thai Buddhist, Thai- Muslims, Morgan (Sea Gipsy) and Burma laborer Job: 50% 
of population work as fisherman and general laborer another 50% is work relate to tourist business. 
Villager income per annual about 25,000 THB (2,083 THB or 6,250 JPY per month) 
Safe shelter in Namkem village:  
1.Baan Namken school 
2.Baan namkem tample 
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Fig. 45 Namkem map with risk zone, Phang Nga 
 
 
Recovery House types 
Provided house is defined as a house that is provided by a third party such as government or non-
profit organization. (Kondo, 2012) “Self-Built house” is a house that community residents build 
and/or participate in the process of planning and construction themselves. “Non-relocated” means 
housing that is built on the former land of residents without changing the location. “Relocated” 
means houses that are built on new land after disaster. 
In previous research Kondo (2012) categorizes housing recovery by resident involvement according 
to “providing houses” (residents receive houses from a third party include government and non-profit 
organizations) and “mobilizing house”, (house that support residents to regain their life and rebuild 
their own house). The mobilizing house type has a positive effect and also leads to the social recovery 
of neighborhoods.  
On the other hand, previous research proposed in some cases housing problems that came from 
government provided housing recovery that caused damage to disaster survivors especially relocation 
after the 1995 Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake in Japan. “Community driven” or “Mobilizing house” 
seems to gain more positive response by residents in term of housing recovery.  However in the 
context of Thailand disaster housing recovery, there is still no research that focuses on the comparison 
between “provided house” and “community driven” self-build projects.  
Relocation is also challenging for post disaster recovery projects. Tsung-Hsi fu wan-I Lin and Jyh-
cherng Shieh (2013), researched the impact of post disaster relocation in case of Typhoon Morakot, 
where most residents who lost their houses need to relocate. The research points out that more than 
just moving to a new place, it is important as assets for the development of community solidarity to 
build a strong community for moving people from different areas in the same place. Government or 
agencies who are involved in post disaster reconstruction need to be concerned about this.  
  Finally, there has not yet been any research conducted in Thailand that evaluates housing recovery 
after disaster from the view point of residents‟ involvement and relocation. This study would like to 
consider the satisfaction of residents and living condition after living almost 9 years in different types 
of house projects. This study by focuses on: 1.Building factors 2.Social and Economic factors 
3.Disaster preparedness factors. This research was conducted by direct observation, interviews with 
local leaders, residents and distribution of 115 survey questionnaires to local residents who live in 
permanent houses after affected Tsunami 2004. The findings summarize the character of each housing 
project and compare the failures and successes by satisfaction of residents in each house type. 
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6.3. The 4 types of Housing recovery in Namkem (6 Projects) 
This study compares 6 housing projects in Namkem Village, and aims the answer the research 
question: How can we measure the successfulness or failure for each type of housing recovery 
projects after the 2004 Tsunami. This research is focusing on housing reconstruction projects in which 
most residents are Thai nationality. The research survey was conducted in March 2013 and July 2013 
and the collection of questionnaires was completed in September 2013. The factors to evaluate each 
project are classified as the following: 1) the building construction of housing; 2) social and economic 
aspects; and 3) disaster awareness of residents. .This research evaluated each housing project based on 
observing the score from residents‟ response to the questionnaire survey, and based on interviews with 
residents and community leaders and DDMP (Department of Disaster and Mitigation Prevention)‟s 
staff.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In This study grouped the house by residents‟ participation in housing recovery and land‟s location. 
“P” Provided house is the house that was given from a third party without resident‟s participation in 
construction. “S” self-built house is the house for which the resident participated in construction by 
themselves and also made decisions in the project planning process. “R” Relocate means the new 
house projects are not located in previous area of residents before tsunami occurred and “NR” Non-
relocated meaning housing projects that were built on former land of residents without moving to 
new location after disaster. According to that Cythera the types of house in this study are grouped to  
 
 
 Provided Self-built 
Non-Relocated P-NR : Provided Non-
relocated house 
S-NR 1: Self-built Non-Relocated house 
S-NR 2: Self-built Non-Relocated house 
Relocated house P-R :Provided Relocated 
house 
S-R 1 : Self-built Relocated house 1 
S-R 2 : Self-built Relocated house 2 
 
 
Fig.45 4 Types of new house after Tsunami 2004 :1.PNR- Provide No relocate housing 2. 
PR-Provided Relocate housing 3.SNR-Self built No-Relocate housing and 4. SR -Self built 
Relocated housing 
Table 12.  House type group code 
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Name of housing groups : 
1. P-NR : Army or Military house 
2. P-R : Prutio 
3. S-NR 1: Nah-wat 
4. S-NR 2: Tok-Pu 
5. S-R 1 : Ruamsuk-taweesub 
6. S-R 2 : Mitrapabpatthana 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig.46. Housing project time line 
 
The Provide housing project(PNR,PR) start from 3 week and finish in 6 month after Tsunami and 
self-build project SNR1,2 finish almost same time with provide house but SR take more than 2 -3 
years to finished. 
 
6.3.1 P-NR : Provide-Non relocate type/ Military housing 
 
Table 13 . House type :P-NR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After staying in shelters for 6 months, villager returned back to Namkem. Some villagers received 
donations of housing from many private and public segments that cooperated with government to 
support the villagers that suffered from the Tsunami. Provide houses of about 800 units were built in 
Namkem. This concrete construction 1 story shop house with studio room type and 1 toilet is call 
“Military house”, as the permanent housing that was built by military force. The name of sponsor is 
written in front of the house and it has a green color to represent the support from Military. 
Government gave the basic design for 1 story house, so sponsors can support money for build each 
house (about 120,000 THB= 3,800 USD). The national military force came to Namkem as craftsman 
helping villagers build the new house. These house types are priority for resident who have land title. 
Government can build the new house on their land immediately. But house is quite small and material 
is not good quality. Most villagers complain that they have to renovate, fix the roof or extend the 
 Cost : 120,000 THB Total house : 
800 HH 
Sample : 51 
sample 
Risk Zone : A,B,C 
Size : 6x6 m. 9x4 m. 
Land ownership :Former land owner 
House type :P-NR Detail : 
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house later. In many cases users change the donated house to be storage or other function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3.2 PR: Provide  Relocate type/ Pru-tio 
 
Table 14 . PR: Provide Relocate type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pru-tio house project has a total of 720 households and is located 10 km away from Namkem. The 
residents are former Namkem villagers and some from another village, who relocated after the 
tsunami in 2004. The government offered former Namkem villagers and also some low-income 
villagers to live in 1 stories duplex houses in Pru-tio village. This place is far from the sea and located 
in a non-tsunami risk area according to risk map. The funding of Pru-tio came from third parties 
donation from .different sponsors: 1)Red cross 2)Rotary 3) Krungsri bank 4) Miss Universe Mrs. 
Prontip Simons 5 ) Pho teck tung.  
 The houses in Pru-tio are separated into 5 groups and each group has a different design. For 
example for the Rotary house, the house size is about 8x8 m one stories elevated-floor house. Each 
house group are arranged in to small alley for about 20 houses in 1 allay.  For the tsunami victims, 
they will get the houses in Pru-tio by random assignment and they can make agreement with 
neighbors for changing house numbers to stay close to their relatives. Most of resident don‟t know 
each other before.   
 
Fig.47 PNR house situation 
 Cost : 200,000 THB Total house : 720 
HH 
Sample : 21 
sample 
Risk Zone :  C :10 km from Namkem 
Size : Not Fix. 5 sponsors 
Land ownership : new provide land 
House type :P-R Detail :5 Donors 
provide funding 
to constructor to 
build this housing 
project. 
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6.3.3. SNR1 : Self-built Non-relocate house 
 
Table 15 . SNR 1 type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This group of resident have land right and negotiate with government to have money instead of 
provide house because not satisfy with design of PNR house and don‟t want to relocated. they got 
60,000 THB, haft of the provided house price, used their own money to top up and buy material 
together, design house according to each family need and build by themselves. This project is the fist 
self-built project in Namkem 
Interview Resident in P-R house resident : Rotary house Prutio : 
 
“Before tsunami I have souvenir shop near the beach Pha-tong Kaolak after my house 
destroy we stay in Temporary house and government announce that they will provide new 
house here in Pru-tio ,that time it’s the only choice, so I take it.I have to find new job open 
small shop here since I cannot have souvenir shop any more it’s too far to travel back. 
Many people in this allay came from many place not only from Namkem,I barely know 
resident in another allay we have some conflict between this allay and the allay nearby.” 
 
Fig.48 PR house situation 
 Cost : 200,000 THB Total 
house : 23 
HH 
Sample : 11 
sample 
Risk Zone :  B 
Size : Not Fix. 
Land ownership : Former land 
House type :SN-R Detail : 
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Nahwat was the beginning project of self-built house by the group of residents who were not happy 
with the provided house design (Military house) and have their own land title rights. The residents 
negotiated with the government that they don‟t want 120,000 Thai Baht provided house but they want 
to build the house by themself in the design that they prefer, So based on the total cost of provided 
house (Military house) of 120,000 THB, the government negotiated that they could give cash to 
resident for 50% of provide house price (60,000 THB).  
 
 
 
 
After that residents also added their own money and build the houses by themselves. The 
house design depended on each house owner and the 23 houses were finished 6 months after 
disaster. This inspired residents that they have more choices, not only provided house. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr.Maitree one of the house‟s owner: 
 
“This is the first project of selfbuild house ,we see the design of provide army house 
and we don’t happy with it,so we negotiate with government can we have money 
instead of provide house then they give us 60,000 THB.haft of the provided house 
price.So we used our own money to top up and buy material together, design house 
according to each family need and build by our hand” after that another self-build 
project came up” 
Fig.49 SNR1 house situation 
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6.3.4. SNR 2: Self-built Non-relocate house 
Table 16 . SNR 2 type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tok-pu is carp fishing community. They live on the wetland [Sea shore] so the price of construction 
was quite high compared to another housing project. The government didn‟t want to build the donated 
house in this area because the foundations have to be on the water and would exceed the cost for 
provided houses. Therefore, government suggested that residents in Tok-pu community move to Pru-
tio instead. But residents decide not to relocate based on their job because they cannot do carp fishing 
business if they relocate inland. Namkem community supported them to live in this land. They have 
an engineer help to construct the basement in wetland and each house cost on average about 200,000 
THB. Designs of house are different according to the number of household members, and the houses 
share the same fishing bridge road 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview fisherman resident of Tokpu:Crap fishing  
 
“Normally they give you provide house if you have former land right, but in our case our land 
is on the water and it’s too expensive to build house on water. Government recommend us to 
move to Pru-tio but it impossible as a fisher man we have to take care of our boat, that why we 
join the program of Namkem community self-built” 
 Cost : 200,000 THB Total house : 
11 HH 
Sample : 5 
sample 
Risk Zone :  A 
Size : Not Fix. 
Land ownership : Former land on water 
House type :SN-R Detail : 
Build the 
house on 
water and 
fishing bridge 
 
Fig.50 SNR2 house situation 
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6.3.5. SR.1:Self-built Relocate/ Rumsuk-taweesab-mankong 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 These groups of villagers previously lived in slum area and have no land titles, they were living in 
rental houses nearby the coastline before tsunami and after the tsunami most villagers were afraid of 
the tsunami so they wanted to move a little far from the sea but still in Namkem area. The residents 
used to rent houses for about 1,500 Bath per month but now they have their own house made by 
themselves and each house has their own required design. 
Residents had to pay 500 Baht each month and after 15 years the land will belong to them in their 
own name. CODI helped them group together and acquire loan funding for facilities and house 
materials. Residents built their houses by themselves, and most residents said they were happy with 
this house and it is better than their previous condition. Construction cost per house is about 210,000 
Bath 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 51 . SR 1 houseing project with different character 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 17 . SR 1 type 
 Cost : 210,000 THB Total house : 
50 HH 
Sample : 
4sample 
Risk Zone : C 
Size : Not Fix. 
Land ownership : Land sharing 
House type :S-R 1 Detail : 
Pay 630THB 
Per month 
untill15 years 
and the land 
right will 
belong to 
residents 
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6.3.6 SR 2 :Self-built Relocate/Mitrapab Patthana 
 
Table 18 . SR 2 type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This community is the final project of Namkem. They have a German architect who came to help 
design the houses and they learned from the previous projects that if they have the same house design 
they can save construction time and material cost, because they can buy materials in large qualities 
and used the same plan for house. 150 Households in this area decided to have 2 story houses. They 
have a community hall and also a water collection system. After finishing building the houses they 
randomly decided who will get which house.  So it‟s fair for everyone that they have to make every 
house to the same standard. The price per house is about 210,000 Baht. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 52 . SR 2 houseing project with same design to reduce cost 
Interview: Residents women with 4 grandchildren 
 
“before Tsunami my house is rental house, so we cannot claim the right on land and we 
are the last group in Temporary shelter. We group together with another resident and 
then we start self-built project. Each house are different as you can see we have basic 
construction cost and each residents can top up the money if they want more detail in 
house, I don’t want to lie by the sea I still scare of Tsunami but in the same time I still 
want to stay in Namkem as part of my community. This project locate a the boundary of 
Namkem so it good choice for me” 
 Cost : 210,000 THB Total house : 
56 HH 
Sample : 13 
sample 
Risk Zone : C 
Size : Not Fix. 
Land ownership : Land sharing 
House type :S-R 2 Detail : pay 
rental fee 
every month 
as same as 
PR-1 but 400 
THB 
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P-NR 
Provided-
Non-
Relocate 
house 
:Military 
house 
 
P-R 
Provided 
Relocate 
house 
: Pru-tio 
 
House 
No.800 
Household 
(51 
samples) 
1 stories 
shop house 
Concrete  
Size: 
6x6,9x
4 
segment Gov. NGO/ 
Other 
Owner detail House 
No.720 
Household 
(21 
samples) 
1 stories 
Concrete/ 
2 stories 
concrete 
Size: 
Not fix 
segment Gov. NGO/ other Owner Detail 
construct 
  
-- Military Construct -- 
 
-- Constru
ctor 
Zone: 
A,B,C 
Funding 
  
-- Donors 
/Gov. 
Zone: 
C 
Funding -- 
 
-- 5 
Donors 
Land -- -- 
 
Former 
land 
Land 
 
-- -- vacant 
Cost 120,000  Cost - 200,000 -  
Total(THB) 120,000 (3,800 USD) Total(THB) 200,000 (6,400 USD) 
S-NR 1 
Self-built -
Non-
Relocate 
house: 
Nahwat 
 
 
S-NR2 
Self-built -
Non-
Relocate 
house 
 
Ho No. 
23 
Household 
(11 
samples) 
1 stories 
concrete 
house 
Size: 
Not fix 
/about 
Segment Gov. NGO/ other Owner Detail 
House 
No.11 
Household 
(5 samples) 
1 stories- 
up floor 
house 
Concrete 
and wood 
Size: 
Not fix 
Segment Gov. NGO/ other Owner Detail 
construct -- -- 
 
 construct -- -- 
 
+fishing 
bridge 
Zone: 
A 
Funding 
   
 
Zone: B 
Funding 
   
 
Land -- -- 
 
Former 
land 
Land -- -- 
 
Former 
land on 
water 
Cost 60,000 60,000 80,000  Cost 60,000 140,000 - 150,000 
+2M 
Total(THB) 
200,000 (6,400 USD) 
Total(TH
B) 
200,000 (6,400 THB)  
S-R 1 
Self-built 
Relocate 
house: 
Project 1 
  
S-R 2 
Self-built 
Relocate 
house: 
Project 2  
House No. 
 
Size: 
7x10 
Segment Gov. NGO/ other Owner Detail 
House No. 
56 
Household 
(13 
samples) 2 
stories 
concrete 
house 
Size:6x9 
(x2) 
Segment Gov. NGO/ 
other 
Owner Detail 
construct -- -- 
 
 construct -- -- 
 
 
Zone: B Funding -- 
 
-- CODI,Sosa Zone: B Funding -- 
 
-- CODI,
NGO 
Land -- 
 
-- sharing Land -- 
 
-- Sharin
g 
Cost -- 210,000 Loan 630  /m Cost -- 210,000 Loan 340 
/m. 
Total(THB) 210,000 THB (6,700 USD) Total(THB
) 
210,000 THB(6,700 USD) 
 
 
  
 
  
   
 
Table 19  : Housing project in Namkem with stakeholders  
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6.4 Satisfaction of resident from each house projects  
These results are based on 115 questionnaires surveys conducted in Namkem village. The 
framework of questionnaire is focus group only for Thai residents who live in post-disaster 
recovery housing projects. Most of the residents (81%) are the house owner themselves and 
19% are renters. 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.53 House ownership  
 
Table.20 Household and samples 
 name Households sample Type Location 
1 PNR 800 51 Provide No-Relocate 
2 PR 720 21 Provide Relocate 
3 SNR1 23 11 Self-build No-relocate 
4 SNR2 11 5 Self-build No-relocate 
5 SR1 50 14 Self-build Relocate 
6 SR2 56 13 Self-build Relocate 
 
This survey sample has 115 responses , 51 residents from Project PNR, 21 residents from project 
PR, 23 residents from SNR1 and 5 residents from SNR2 and 14 persons from SR1 and 13 residents 
from SR2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.54 Location of house 
 
67 residents did not relocate so they still in the same area as before disaster. On the other hand 42 
residents relocated to a new place which means they have a new neighborhood. From interviews with 
residents in Pru-tio, the relocate project, residents said they know only people in same alley (about 10 
houses) and rarely talk with their neighbors in another alley. Some of the residents have to stay far 
from their work place especially the fisherman, and some of residents have to change their job 
because it is too expensive to travel every day and they are worried about their boats in case of storm.  
6.4.1 Income of resident  
The average income of Namkem resident is about 10,000 THB (320 USD) per month. This is 
normal in non-urban Thailand, but because they work as fisherman in some seasons they cannot go 
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fishing and they won‟t earn money. So in fact the income of resident is not stable. Without the support 
from government and many organizations they could not have rebuilt their own house. Although after 
the disaster they received a provide house for free,  but because the houses are not good quality, 
residents still have to pay more money to fix the houses and in some cases resident cannot afford the 
reconstruction or fixing house so they leave the house vacant.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.55 115 Sample‟s Income 
6.4.2  Evaluation 
To evaluate the success of each housing project, this research used questionnaires by separate question 
in 3 groups:  1.Building‟s Construction (B1, B2), 2.Social and economic (S1, S2, S3) and 3.Disaster 
awareness (D1, D2). 
Table 21. Questions 
Q Question for post disaster housing resident’s satisfaction  
B1 You satisfy with the house size is suitable for family?  
B2 You satisfy with house‟s function and material? 
S1 You have good relationship with your neighborhood?  
S2 Your house location convenient for your job? 
S3 You participate in community disaster prevention activity? 
D1 You gain more knowledge about disaster prevention? 
D2 You‟re aware that your house location relate to disaster risk? 
 
The satisfaction of residents is evaluated in each housing project and is calculated by the 
questionnaire scale from low satisfaction 1- to maximum satisfaction 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.56 Total score form every hose type 
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When compared across all housing projects the lowest satisfaction is in Question B1 and B2 about 
building construction. The self-built projects also have some problems, because residents who built 
them are not construction professionals so the quality of each house is not stable. At the same time 
provided house built by the military were built in a short time so the quality is not good. 
6.4.3. Building Construction satisfactions 
This B1, B2 question provide to estimate each project‟s physical house condition and residents‟ 
satisfaction with their house size and material.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.57-58 Q B1 B2-satisfy in Building construction 
 
Most residents in every project have low satisfaction score for house size and only S-R1 and S-R2 
have resident answers of 5 (Max-score) for house size. Most residents give 3 (middle score) for 
house‟s function and material. Even though PR is the only project that was built by contractors, 
residents are the unhappy with house function and size 
 
 6.4.4.  Social and Relationship between neighborhood satisfactions S1  
Is the question about relationship between each house‟s project members which is low in PR,PNR 
house project. But PNR still have residents who answer with max score. This can be because in PNR 
is in non-relocated project where they just build new houses on their land again, and they already 
know each other before and are still living in their former neighborhoods. But in PR resident said they 
have conflict between each alley of PR project and only have good relationship between residents in 
the same alley. But in self-built projects especially relocated housing(SR), they also don‟t know each 
other before but grouped together in temporary housing when they discussed how to solve their 
condition together because at first they don‟t have right to get provided houses. 
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Fig.59 Q S1 -satisfy in relationship between neighborhoods 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.60 Q S2 -satisfy in location that relate to job 
 
S2 is about house location in relation to work place, in SR1 SR2 all of them are quite happy with the 
location of the house even if SR-1 is quite far from the sea but still in Namkem area, as they decided 
house location by themselves. However residents in PR are not happy with house location because it 
very far from the sea and cost a lot for transportation, when they have to come take care their boat as 
most people are fisherman. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.61 Q S3 –Participate in community activity 
S3 is about participation in disaster prevention activity. This can show that residents have 
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relationships to community because Namkem is active in disaster prevention. Residents have various 
answers in each project, but PR house type answers are very low compared to other projects. 
Result :Relationship between neighborhood In self-built Project are more score ,especially SR1 and 
SR2 have residents answer maximum 5  but in PR most of residents have low satisfy with neighbors. 
For location that relate to job and community disaster prevention activity PR are the lowest. 
 
6.4.5 Result: Disaster awareness and knowledge of residents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.62 Q D1 –gain more knowledge about disaster prevention 
 
D1,D2 is questioning about disaster awareness in Namkem, which increased after the experience of 
Tsunami in 2004.  In every project there are people who have the maximum awareness in disaster risk 
especially in SNR 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.63 Q D2 –have awareness about location relate to risk 
 
If residents have very high score it means they will have more awareness in case of a disaster 
happening. Most residents who live in risk area will have more awareness in disaster than the one that 
are far from the ocean. 
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6.5 Finding 
 6.5.1 Satisfaction between provide house and self build house 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.64 Conclude all question compare with price 
 
Provided housing gave residents less satisfaction compared to self-built housing in all 3 factors 
1.building construction 2.Economic and Social relation 3.Disaster awareness 
In all factors the Self built project presents the higher score than provided houses project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.65 Size and building score 
If the size of house were big or small seems not to be major factor for house satisfaction. Even 
residents in very small house such as PNR project and big houses such as SR-2 do not have a not big 
difference in house size satisfaction score.   
6.5.2 Finding : Satisfaction of resident from each house projects 
Relocate /No- Relocated 
What is interesting is the comparison between relocated and not-relocated house which is that 
residents of relocated area have less satisfaction in social and economic factors comparer to Project 6 
the same provide house but in no-relocate area. Because for project 6 they still live close to their 
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former neighborhood and in the location that convenient to work. But in contrast residents in Project 5 
-relocation area, have higher score in disaster preparedness than non-relocation projects .Even if, their 
house is located far from the sea. According to the bad experience they have from the tsunami in 
2004, even residents who prefer to live inland still have more awareness of disaster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.66- Provide house Compare relocate and Non-relocate  
To compare between PR and P NR project, using the average score and combine together by each 
question groups will see that only “Social relationship and economic” factor have out-standing 
difference between self-built house type. In case of provided house because resident don‟t know each 
other and just move to stay together they don‟t have sense of community 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.67- Self built house Compare relocate and Non-relocate  
In Social relationship and economic factors, SR have a higher score compared to SNR because 
residents start the new project together and also make their own decision about location and planning 
so they stay in the location that they already consider as fine for the job, and during the stage of 
construction, residents gain more strong relationships . 
. 
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Fig.68- Social and economic factor 
 
Finding: The disaster preparedness and building satisfaction factors are not different, but in Social 
and economic factor have a different gap between Non-relocate and Relocated house. This show that 
an activity and interact between residents will give residents more satisfaction in social and economic, 
even if they have to relocate to new place. 
 
1. Provided housing gave residents less satisfaction compared to self-built housing in all 3 
factors [1.building construction 2.Economic and Social relation 3.Disaster awareness]. Even 
though resident don‟t need to pay any construction cost they still have less satisfaction with 
building construction, disaster preparedness and economic and social relation. This is because 
residents have no connection to their own house and community. They don‟t have decision for the 
house construction and don‟t gains participate with their neighbor.  
2. Relocate and Non-relocate If residents participate in housing construction process such as self-
built project, the relocation project will gain more strong social relationship than Non-relocation 
because they start in a new place together, everyone have feeling that this housing project belongs 
to them as they participate from every stage and build the house by themselves.  
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Chapter 7 
 Conclusions  
 
Disaster Reduction, Policy and Risk area by Thai government 
In national master plan in disaster prevention and mitigation 2010-2014 include all management in 
every kind of disaster and explain for Flood in Chapter10.Water management and flood disaster 
reduction by focus in management of water and flood protect infrastructure (damn ,water-gate etc.) 
pre-emergency phase focus in flood protection and warning .In emergency phase focus in sheltering 
and evacuation support to resident.  
 But there in flood risk map area, even have research data from many organizations that most of 
province in central part of Thailand along the river basin area possible to have flood disaster but still 
have lack of flood information in local scale, no record of water depth in each local area. When 
compare to tsunami master plan, their still have lack information in flood risk data 
Disaster Response and preparedness by residents after flood 2011 
 People get lost and suffering during flood, lost in house, in job and also feel unsecured. There is no 
preparation shelter in case of disaster before, so during the flood happen: temporary shelter has been 
created in community (Used local center point such as temple school or highway); but with no 
planning for facility and no future plan preparation. Many of shelter failure and have to evacuated 
again, for example in case of Thammasat university shelter; even people feel comfortable and have all 
facility and support but they still worry about their own house and at the end resident quite suffer to 
evacuated again. Some shelter doesn‟t have enough facility and some is too far; in case of 
“Baannonsri Shelter” (school shelter) resident said that they have only 1 toilet for 200 peoples and it‟s 
float toilet, not clean or healthy. When asking which is the most satisfies shelter between school, 
temple and highway, answer is the shelter on the high-way, because when the donation comes to the 
community this high-way shelter will be the first point that can raise donation. Even if have many 
support during the flood but it‟s not enough ,some family complain that the food deliver from SAO is 
not enough and sometime the donation and deliver is depend on connection of individual to SAO. 
Many of Thai people have to stay with their relative in another city or rent the hotel .The biggest 
number is people who decide to live in their own house instead of move to any shelter. One of the 
interview said that they don‟t think the condition in community shelter would be better compare to 
their house so If the water don‟t high-up to their second floor they better stay in their house so they 
don‟t have to worry about thief will come and stole their belonging. After flood dried many people get 
lost and have a big money to pay for renovated the material is expensive and hard to find craftsman. 
Even have many problems but no one wants to move their house to another area. 50 of resident still 
want to stay in Huntra at the same location. And even they have poor condition of living, but when 
asking about next year preparation(2012),50 of sample resident, only have idea to move their furniture 
to up floor faster If they‟ve inform of flood warning .They have buy the boat. In physical of housing 
some resident up the level of 2nd floor and some buy the wood furniture that can remain under the 
water. So most it‟s individual treatment not community or public policy plan. If flood happen this 
year resident still have no plan to evacuate. 
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Housing renovation after flood 2011 and preparation for future flood 
1. After suffering from flood for a long time during 3 months, residents still have another problem that 
they find difficulty to renovate their house back to normal or to be better protected against the next 
flood According to their income that decreased and they spent some of their savings during the flood 
time already so many household don‟t have enough money to renovate their houses. The amount of 
flood relief money is too small compared to the money that residents really lost Money that residents 
lost = income for 2-3 months + renovate money + Money that was spent during emergency time. 
25,000 is very low compared to the residents‟ income, and is about the same as 1 month‟s income and 
it takes time for residents to get this money and in some case residents will have only 5,000 baht for 
flood area victims. They are not allowed 20,000 flood relief money if they are in a rental house. So 
money that government gives to residents is not “relief” money but it‟s just only “indemnity” or 
“apologize” money. In fact, this money cannot help residents to recover their houses after flood. 
2. The types of renovation can be classified in o 3 groups. The first 2 groups have major 
developments in house structure. A type elevated the house up higher than before; this costs almost 
100,000 Baht and can be used only for Thai traditional houses for the house type such as concrete 
construction house it almost impossible to use this kind of renovate. So this type of renovation is still 
very limited. Type B extends the house and prepares a more useful space on the top floor .This can 
make their living condition during flood better but still causes problem in the case that water level is 
higher than expected. 
But even these 2 types can be quite sure that people will live with better conditions in case of flood, 
however most residents cannot afford this type of renovation. So the most popular option that they 
have was buying paint and painting their house to erase the watermark. This can make the house look 
better and is not so expensive, but at the same time, it does not develop housing to protect against 
future floods. 
3. To Estimate capacity of resident for future disaster preparation, the result after 3 year pass from 
2011 to 2013 describe that the resident gain a more awareness in flood prevention, In 2013 ,40 
residents answer that they have prepare for flood 33 houses, compare to only 10 houses in 2011 that 
have flood prepare, and resident relies the important to get information about flood situation and more 
careful on water level, But still have about 7 residents who doesn‟t prepare anything even if they have 
experience in flood disaster, Also still have small number of residents who take action in major 
house‟s construction renovate, The behavior of residents still repeat as “move their own belonging to 
upper level” and “collecting for foods and consumer goods” which is not really helpful if they 
experience the long-term flood again. Only small number of resident that have major develop direct in 
housing reconstruction such as elevate the floor up or extent the second floors (only 4 from 40 
samples).If most of resident still want to stay in this location, it very important for them to have more 
flood resist house structure, but the problem of financial and present‟s type of their house structure are 
still limit most of residents to reconstruction to better house. 
Disaster Response and preparedness by residents After Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004 
The lack of knowledge in Tsunami causes residents dramatically loss. From interview can see that 
many of resident never inform about tsunami before and they don‟t aware with the sign of decrease 
sea level because they don‟t know. After tsunami resident gain more awareness and participate in 
disaster prevention and preparedness more 
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 Most of resident in Namkem area evacuated to temporary shelter at SAO Baan muang and stay at 
temporary shelter for 6 month, during that time the rescues and cleaning continue in Tsunami damage 
area with the assistant of many organization and volunteer. After six months first group resident move 
back to their former land to stay in new provide house construct by Army these group is the group that 
want to stay in their former area 
Housing recovery and relocation by resident viewpoint After Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004 
  1. Provided housing gave residents less satisfaction compared to self-built housing in all 3 factors 
[1.building construction 2.Economic and Social relation 3.Disaster awareness]. Even though resident 
don‟t need to pay any construction cost they still have less satisfaction with building construction, 
disaster preparedness and economic and social relation. This is because residents have no connection 
to their own house and community. They don‟t have decision for the house construction and don‟t 
gains participate with their neighbor.  
2. Relocate and Non-relocate If residents participate in housing construction process such as self-
built project, the relocation project will gain more strong social relationship than Non-relocation 
because they start in a new place together, everyone have feeling that this housing project belongs to 
them as they participate from every stage and build the house by themselves. 
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Discussion 
 
 
 1.The result shown that in case of flood resident still have less capability in flood preparedness and 
prevention, The response of resident during flood 2011 was low, resident have no experience and 
some of them not believe that their house would be flood. When flood happened again in 2013 the 
response of resident was a little improved. 
 
 2. In term of housing renovated the improvements were small, according to the support strategy 
during and after flood were aims direct to individual residents, but the amount support money were 
too small, Cannot cover for resident to renovate their own house, Most of the housing in flood area 
are still low capability for future disaster prevention and also individual relief support create the 
conflict between each resident because the relief money were up to the lost- check-list. 
 
 3. For preparedness and prevention in Tsumani resident more active and participate in disaster 
prevention and reduction activity many warning system be provide in community and also get the 
good support in term of master plan of tsunami prevention. Government have clear map in risk zone 
and also systematic management plan in case of Tsunami disaster 
 
 4.. For housing recovery, the residents have many types of support the individual direct support as 
“Provide house” and group support the “self-built house” Turn out that the participation makes 
resident have more satisfaction even if they have to relocate to new land and the involvement in 
recovery create the unity in community. 
 
    This approach can lead to future disaster reduction strategy and housing recovery policy. 
In Thailand case, 
 Government:  
It‟s necessary to motivate resident participate and give knowledge of disaster reduction to community. 
It‟s more successful if the support to disaster victim will be managed by groups of residents or 
community, not direct from government to individual. So the groups or community will develop with 
the same direction, also resident can have more power in decision making, negotiated for material‟s 
cost or housing reconstruction. 
  Residents:  
Residents have their responsibility to take care of themselves and prepare for future disaster, not only 
wait for government support and need to participate in community disaster reduction planning, too. 
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